J6345  JOHNNY FIRECLOUD  (USA, 1974)
(Other titles: Revenge of Johnny Firecloud)

**Credits:** director, William Allen Castleman; writer, Wilton Denmark.
**Cast:** Victor Mohica, Ralph Meeker, David Canary, Christina Hart.
**Summary:** Action/martial arts film set in the contemporary Southwest. Upon his return from service in the army in Vietnam, Native American Johnny Firecloud (Mohica), finds his desert town controlled by an Indian hating white-trash bigot named Colby (Meeker). Enraged when he finds his daughter (Hart) is in love with Johnny, Colby has Johnny beaten and thrown in jail. When Johnny’s drunken grandfather, Chief White Eagle, sobers up enough to demand Johnny’s release, the Chief is promptly lynched. Johnny then escapes from jail and exacts gruesome revenge on each of the perpetrators.